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The communicative dimension of terrorism
• Communication of terrorism:
Alleged symbiotic interdependence of media and 
terrorism  (Rada, 1985; Clutterbuck, 1981; Schmidt 
and Graaf, 1982 and which is contested (Wieviorka, 
1988)
• Terrorism as communication: 
A process that is communicative and rhetorical. 
(Heath, 2008: Matusitz, 2013)
• Communication as terrorism:
Reflected in law enforcement against communicative 
crimes. A digital terro-media system? 
A digital other
• From 2014 , a media mythology/orthodoxy emerges 
of an extreme digital other, a black box of social 
media communications  that takes young people 
from the streets of West Yorkshire and East London 
to Syria. 
• “A huge proportion of them use social media.”
(Jones, 2014).
• This extreme digital other is presented as 
incomprehensible and  IS are “masters of the digital 
universe” (Atwan, 2015:15) and deploy “vast 
numbers of digital fighters” (Cohen, 2015: 53). 
Research Questions
• RQ 1: What rhetoric and messages are used in the communications of 
Islamic State?
• RQ2: What media systems is used by Islamic State?
Methodology
1. Historical institutionalism approach  (Hall and Taylor, 1996; Sandhu, 
2015; Bentele and Wiesenburg, 2016) approach to define the 
case/institution, agents of support, ideas/messages, mechanisms of 
communication and outcomes.
2. Contemporary historical examination of  documents and 
communications artefacts against social context.

Verbal Channel:
Rhetoric of inclusion 
versus experience of 
exclusion
(as others in West)
Dabiq Issue 11

Visual Channel:
1. Rhetoric of empowerment, 
statehood, dignity - and 
revenge for exclusion and 
humiliation - via digital 
artefacts of fear.
2. Encouraging to  
sympathetic audience and 
terrifying to the disengaged. 


Conclusion and Implications 
• The duality of IS communications differentially targets 
uncommitted/disengaged and sympathetic audiences in 
ways that generate fear, alienation and suspicion in 
uncommitted and inclusion, power and sense of success in 
sympathetic and committed audiences. 
• IS rhetoric annexes aspects of otherness imposed on 
Muslims in the West
• The aim appears to be to exploit otherness for strategic 
gain by achieving irreconcilable separateness between the 
uncommitted audience and the audience that is  
sympathetic and committed to IS. 

Conclusion and Implications 
• IS rhetoric encourages internalisation of self-image of 
the stigma of otherness in young Muslims (in terms 
used by Wolfgang Lipp in Sociololgy of Deviance, 1977) 
and offers redemption via paternal charisma of IS 
leadership or heroic charisma of action.
“A person can very well build up their identity by 
actively adopting  the very features that are normally 
viewed as marks of culpable outsiderhood. This self 
stigmatization is the source of all charisma.”  


Evolving Seriality of Islamic Terror 
Group Leader Personal Style  
 
Propaganda Approach 
 
Hizbullah 
Hassan 
Nasrallah 
 
(1992-
present) 
 
Political, wide-ranging, 
charismatic and subtle charm.  
A cleric but not overtly 
religious or fiery in style, 
emphasising Arab dignity. 
Reasonable style   seeking 
legitimisation of cause. 
Segmented for multiple 
audiences. Interviews with 
Western media such as The New 
Yorker, Washington Post plus 
video interview with Julian 
Assange for Wikileaks. 
Al-Qaeda Osama Bin 
Laden 
 
(1988-2011) 
Educated, modest, sound 
strategic thinker. 
Not overtly religious. 
Committed to propaganda of 
the deed against near land 
and far land enemies. 
Indirect via media initially, 
including interviews. 
Repetition of mantras on death 
cult and human sacrifice (death is 
truth and ultimate destiny). 
Release of videos to Al Jazeera 
and others came later.  
Al-Qaeda 
in Iraq 
Abu Musab 
al-Zarqawi 
 
(2004-2006) 
Ill-educated, criminal, 
headstrong and a poor 
communicator. Highly 
dogmatic and extreme with 
experience as terrorist leader 
in homeland of Jordan. 
Relied on violence and visual 
depictions of beheadings etc. to 
communicate power and induce 
fear. 
Al-Qaeda 
in the 
Arab 
Peninsula 
Nasir al-
Wuhayshi 
 
(2009-2015) 
Yemini served as secretary to 
Osama bin Laden in 
Afghanistan and had lengthy 
combat experience. Killed by 
US drone strike in June 2015 
in Yemen.  
Used video to make threats of 
violence in order to defend 
Islam.   
AQAP has published Inspire 
magazine in English under al-
Malahem Media since 2010.  
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